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“Quick 

introduction”
Tomas Wiemer

This presentation is how to prepare and manage this new digital agenda

Quick introduction

• I worked in 3 different industries: 

=> Specialty chemicals, Flavor & Fragrances, Telecommunications.

=> Rhodia -> Solvay; Firmenich; Alcatel-Lucent-> Nokia.

• I had leadership roles in Direct,  Indirect,  Logistics, Procurement Operations, Procurement Digitalization.

• My passion: converting traditional business models into a new digital reality and creating big new business 

opportunities.  
The landscape is constantly changing with the mergers, acquisitions or restructuring

• Organizations restructure faster and faster

• Management and structures change every 18 months in average if not faster

• Employees change jobs and change companies 

Operations and Procurement tried many times to introduce new technologies 

• ERP, eRFP, e market places, e auctions, BPO, EDI, B2B etc

• With One e solution fits all, always very expensive, 

• ROI with savings, HC reductions and operation cost reduction

Learning => WHAT is different now?

• One big difference is that technologies evolve faster than business processes. 

• End Users and suppliers expect a completely new way of interactions.

• Much more user friendly 

• Access to open markets

• Suppliers want to make business proposals without waiting for RFP

• Increased connections between Direct sourcing and Supply Chain
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“Accelerate 

your Journey”

“Procurement 4.0”

Preparing for the New Digital Reality

Are you ready for a Digital transformation Journey?

What does it mean?

Why should leaders consider it?

How should businesses consider to go there?

How to structure such transformation program?

Sharing best identified practices.

Important to be engaged!

The maturity map developed by LevaData can help you to see where you stand.

Are you ready?



The focus here nevertheless is “Analytics” meaning:

• Helps to address business decisions, and to act fast on new market demands

• Gives immediate Risks and Opportunity assessment. 
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“What do 

most 

companies 

observe?”

Most tools are disconnected and business processes are too complex

Click on the image above and PLAY – 4 mn -
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What does 

procurement 

digitization 

really mean?

As emerging technologies such as AI, RPA, blockchain and cloud disrupt 

operations & procurement and create new business opportunities, it’s important 

to understand what procurement digitization really means

It is an enabler – Not an end-objective, 
neither a driver of business change.

1

It requires innovation and some 
risk taking

2

It mandates financial investments 
and transformation teams to drive 
strategic planning and execution

3

It requires solid project management4

It will engage finance, IT, supply chain, 
procurement and customer service 

5

What is right for you?

Procure 2 Pay, Strategic Sourcing, 

Supplier collaboration & Innovation

How ready is your corporate 

culture to launch such 

transformation project?

WHAT? WHY? Is it needed 

to start?



Why should  

procurement leaders 

consider digitization: 

The multi-pronged 

benefits => Drivers 

for transformation
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• Holistic direct and indirect spend analysis through cloud solutions

• Better analytics to capture better savings, cash options while looking forward vs the past

• Launch of new business models capturing new innovations with strategic suppliers

• Centralized horizontal supplier data flow

• Accelerated supplier creation process with inter-connected modules

• Reinforced traceability to manage compliance, anti-bribery, financial audits and respect of the law

• Superior efficiency in P2P processes by leveraging RPA solutions; preventing value Leakage

• Prepare for blockchain-driven smart contracts for transparent sourcing, tracking and tracing 

of supply chain operations

• Ease of launching Proof-of-Concepts (POC) in AI, blockchain, RPA, smart chats, analytics

• Holistic review of supplier risk management activities

• Easy set-up of P2P alliances with open market places such as eBay and Amazon for 

tactical item sourcing

• Interactive project management to mitigate risk, track savings and conduct other 

value-driven activities

• Increased B2B supplier network with multiple e transactions capabilities

• Take advantage of social media to develop your business.

In addition, your large suppliers and customers will ask you to be ready to 

exchange in a digital environment

If your main systems were launched in the late 90’ or early 2000, it is time 

to prepare for 2020 standards



How should 

businesses go 

about achieving 

procurement 

digitization? 
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The preparation process can take 

multinational corporations anywhere between 3-6 months

Lay out the legacy 

tools and systems 

01

List the key business 

processes to be addressed

02

Identify the disruption 

points from a holistic standpoint 

03

List the new potential 

business drivers

04

Prioritize the available 

resources, and make good 

people available, as this 

will become your future 

business model

05

Strong project management 

06

• A management sponsor is required

• From the start properly address transformation, change management and communication 

• Engage Finance, IT, HR from the beginning.

• Start the solution evaluation with existing, proven market solutions

• HOW is your supplier and customer digital environment changing? 
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How should 

a procurement 

digitization program 

be structured?

Ensuring effective procurement 

transformation requires seamless coordination across teams

Defines the type of cloud, security standards, and cost structuresIT

Defines ownership of cost centers, P&L infrastructure, standard cost 

management, approval policies around usage of procurement cards and 

the placement of orders on open e-platforms
Finance

Compliance regulations affect data security and traceability, privacy data 

management supplier risk management, and cycle time of execution. 

Ensure respect of the local laws and regulations
Compliance

Defines potential organizational structures and information 

exchange, training programs and skill set assessments required in 

the post-digitization scenario
Human resources

Define how procurement 4.0 will impact the supply chain, 

customer service, and assess new market options

Transformation 

and change 

management teams

A structured steering committee with a sponsor having decision authority is needed
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4 pillars to 

address change
Continuity on how to structure it



8 best practices to 

drive procurement 

digitization
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Get IT and Finance to define inter-connected PoC trial tests – Prior to 

going into production
01

Maintain your focus on user experience and virtual front-end02

Completely re-engineer processes to fit the new digital reality; do not try 

to automate non efficient existing processes
03

Lay the ground work to leverage RPA, AI, blockchain for smart contracting 04

Deploy change management initiatives to overcome resistance to change05

Identify which digital solutions will add the most value and which suppliers 

offer the most potential
06

Develop a digital roadmap – With a management sponsor07

Finally, partner with a mentor or sponsor who will intervene with the right influence08



Engage the 

transformation 

journey 
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Are you ready to engage the 

digital path?

Do you feel overwhelmed by the 

changing e world?

You sense, it is needed to do 

something but you feel your 

organization is not ready to 

lead it?

You are concerned by the 

potential business disruptions 

and required investments?

These are all valid questions, 

but we can help you to work 

on your transitions

START WITH A MATURITY 

ROAD MAP (see next page)

Define a strategic plan

Launch the project

Execute on it 



• APPENDIX
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Summary
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BIOGRAPHY – TOMAS M.WIEMER

Tomas Wiemer has extensive experience in Global Direct & Indirect Procurement category

management and in building digital strategy. He has held leadership positions in numerous industries

including specialty chemicals, flavor and fragrances and most recently in telecommunication. The focus

on continuous improvement in procurement and digital transformation is a natural result of Mr. Wiemer’s

broad international working experience with leading corporations including Rhone-Poulenc (now

Sanofi), Rhodia (now Solvay), Chemtura (now Lanxess), Firmenich, Alcatel-Lucent which then merged

with NOKIA.

In his last role, he was leading the development of procurement tools and processes across multiple

business groups, corporate functions and operations following the merger between Nokia and

Alcatel-Lucent in 2016. Mr. Wiemer readily adapts to new cultural environments, having grown up in West

Africa, attended college in Paris, and executing assignments throughout France, Morocco, and South

Korea before arriving in the United States. Mr. Wiemer holds a Business Law degree and a degree in

Finance. He currently resides in New Vernon, New Jersey.



Thank you.


